parietal regions seem to be involved, although activation speech sounds by contrasting the congruent and incongruent bimodal conditions. of these regions is less consistent between the different studies. Interestingly, the involvement of the left posteFunctional MRI results are typically presented as group activation maps whereby the individual data are rior STS in the integration of auditory and visual nonlinguistic information has also been reported recently transformed into a standard space and averaged. The high intersubject variability in brain anatomy limits the (Beauchamp et al., 2004; Calvert et al., 2001 ). These results suggest that the STS has a more general role in spatial accuracy of group maps produced in this way. We avoided this limitation in two ways. First, our experithe integration of cross-modal identity information.
As opposed to the integration of lip movements and mental design and visualization methods allowed us to analyze and present data from individual subjects. Secspeech sounds, the neural mechanism that mediates the integration of letters and speech sounds is less clear.
ond, we analyzed the group data aligned on the basis of individual cortical anatomy (see Experimental ProceAs yet, the only neuroimaging study that directly investigated this issue using multimodal stimulation was condures). A major advantage of cortex-based intersubject alignment above more traditional methods of spatial ducted by Raij and colleagues, who measured magnetic brain responses to unimodally and bimodally presented normalization is that it increases statistical power while preserving high anatomical accuracy in the group reletters and speech sounds using magnetoencephalography (MEG) (Raij et al., 2000) . They report a sequence sults. Another important aspect of the present study is that of processes by which letters and speech sounds may be integrated, starting with modality-specific activation the stimuli were presented in silent intervals between subsequent volume scans (see Experimental Proce-(60-120 ms after stimulus onset) in corresponding sen- . This the right temporo-occipital-parietal junction started at 280 ms; differential interaction effects for matching and allows a highly accurate investigation of the contribution of auditory brain regions to cross-modal integration prononmatching letters and speech sounds were observed in the STS at 380-540 ms. Although the time course of cesses and more particularly the processing of letterspeech sound associations. letter-speech sound integration provided by this study is highly informative, the spatial resolution of MEG limits the accuracy by which the exact locations of brain areas Results responsible for the different processes can be determined.
Group Results-Unimodal Conditions In the present study, we use functional magnetic reso- Figure 1A shows the result of the multisubject multiple nance imaging (fMRI) at 3 Tesla to investigate the funclinear regression analysis after cortex-based alignment tional neuroanatomy of the integration of letters and of anatomical and functional data (see Experimental speech sounds with high spatial resolution. Subjects Procedures). The statistical map shows the activation for the unimodal predictors versus baseline [t ϭ 8.2, passively listened to and/or viewed unimodally or bimodally presented speech sounds and letters; bimodal q(FDR) Ͻ 0.000], color-coded for relative contribution of unimodal visual (green), unimodal auditory (red), and stimuli were either congruent or incongruent. The use of a passive perception task has been shown to be similar contribution of the visual and auditory predictors (yellow) to explaining the signal variance. Unimodal preefficient by other cross-modal fMRI studies (Calvert et al., 2000; Wright et al., 2003) . sentation of letters activated the lateral and inferior occipital-temporal cortex; unimodal presentation of speech The unimodal conditions were used to find brain areas responding to either letters or speech sounds (modalitysounds activated Heschl's gyrus (primary auditory cortex), and regions of the superior temporal gyrus (STG) specific regions) and areas responding to both (convergence regions). The bimodal conditions were used to and the STS. More posteriorly located regions of the STS and STG were activated by both unimodal conditions. identify regions responding more to bimodal than to unimodal stimuli (integration) and regions that differently Figure 1B shows averaged time courses of the BOLD response corresponding to the regions shown in the respond to congruent and incongruent combinations of letters and speech sounds (congruency effects). We relative contribution map ( Figure 1A ) and left anterior STS (Ϫ49, Ϫ11, Ϫ7) are significant only in the C2 analysis. As is shown in the time course than to each unimodal condition, by performing the conjunction analysis of (bimodal congruent Ͼ unimodal auof the BOLD response ( Figure 2B , PP/aSTS), only the response to congruent bimodal stimulation is significant ditory) ʝ (bimodal congruent Ͼ unimodal visual). This conjunction analysis will be referred to as C2. The secin these anterior temporal areas. The congruency contrast also revealed superior temond step was to constrain this analysis by including the requirement that integration sites should also respond poral regions in both hemispheres (Figures 2A and 2D) . However, these regions were located more superiorly significantly to each modality in isolation. We identified such regions with a conjunction analysis of the following and anteriorly on the STG, on Heschl's sulcus (HS) and posterior from Heschl's sulcus on the planum temporale contrasts: (bimodal congruent Ͼ unimodal auditory) ʝ (bimodal congruent Ͼ unimodal visual) ʝ (unimodal (PT) (Duvernoy, 1999; Kim et al., 2000) . The BOLD response time courses of these regions ( Figure 2B , PT/ auditory Ͼ baseline) ʝ (unimodal visual Ͼ baseline). This conjunction analysis will be referred to as C4. To explore HS) reveal a highly interesting response pattern. The response to congruent letter-speech sound pairs was the effects of the relatedness of letters and speech sounds, we examined the contrast of bimodal congruent stronger than the response to speech sounds alone (ROI-based analyses: t ϭ 2.9, p Ͻ 0. (n ϭ 15) and right (n ϭ 12) PT/HS (based on the congruency contrast) and left (n ϭ 11) and right (n ϭ 9) STS/ overlap (green regions), except for three regions in the very low relative to the b value of the unimodal auditory condition. It should be noted that the lack of superaddiing observation is that only a subregion of the area activated by speech sounds was modulated by visual tivity in the STS/STG might be due to the strong response to the isolated unimodal conditions (see Disletter information. In both hemispheres, the location of regions showing this modulation effect was highly concussion).
sistent across all subjects, on HS extending on the PT. This location is just posterior and lateral to the primary Individual Results-Detailed Localization of Modulation Effect auditory cortex, which is located on HG, between the first transverse sulcus (FTS) and Heschl's sulcus (FormiIn 15 of the 16 subjects, a region was observed in the left hemisphere PT/HS that showed modulation of the sano et al., 2003), and may correspond to what has been described as lateral belt cortex in the macaque monkey response to speech sounds depending on the congruency of the letters and speech sounds, but no response (Kaas and Hackett, 2000) . to unimodally presented letters. Twelve of these 15 subjects showed a similar region in the right hemisphere Discussion (see Table 2 ). Figure 4 shows the location of the ROIs in PT and HS in six representative individual subjects
The aim of the present study was to investigate the neural correlates of the integration of letters and speech (dark blue regions), together with the whole region activated by speech sounds (light blue regions). An interestsounds. The most interesting finding is a cross-modal 
response profile would indicate that they contain cells to congruent information is determined by input from heteromodal STS/STG. exhibiting conjunctive coding (Hinton et al., 1986). Without the constraint that modality-specific responses
To explore the effects of relatedness between the stimuli in both modalities, we examined the contrast of should be significant, we indeed revealed additional activation clusters, located in the anterior temporal cortex congruent versus incongruent bimodal stimulation. This comparison revealed cross-modal modulation effects in (see Figure 2A, yellow regions) . Interestingly, these regions responded only during congruent but not during early auditory cortex (HS and PT), expressed by enhancement and suppression of the response to speech incongruent bimodal stimulation (see Figure 2B ). This unexpected selectivity for congruent bimodal stimulasounds depending on the congruency of the simultaneously presented letters. Congruent combinations of lettion might indicate that these regions signal the successful binding of cross-modal information into a unified ters and speech sounds elicited a response that significantly exceeded the response to speech sounds alone, percept. Future work is necessary to investigate the detailed properties of these regions. It would, for examwhile the response to incongruent combinations of letters and speech sounds was significantly weaker than ple, be interesting to know whether some or all subregions are specifically involved in coding congruent letthe response to speech sounds alone. Individual analyses indicated a highly consistent localization of this ter-sound stimulation or whether they would also respond during other congruent, but not incongruent, visual and cross-modal modulation effect, just posterior and lateral to the primary auditory cortex (see Figure 4 and Table auditory information. Furthermore, it would be interesting to find out whether these anterior temporal regions 2). This location indicates that visual letter information can influence auditory processing of speech sounds at receive input directly from the modality-specific processing regions, which is expected if conjunctive coding a very early stage. Another remarkable observation is that these regions did not respond to letters alone, sugindeed takes place, or whether the selective response
Wright et al., 2003). Because of the intrinsic nature of the BOLD response and its limited dynamic range, it is
possible that a superadditive change in the response at the neuronal level is not reflected in a similarly superadditive change in the BOLD response. Therefore, superadditivity is more likely to be found when the response to one or both of the unimodal conditions is weak or absent (or even negative) than when the BOLD response to both modalities is separately already strong. This prediction is confirmed by the findings of Wright et al. (2003) and by the different response patterns we find in the anterior temporal cortex, PT/HS, and the STS/ STG (see Figures 2B and 3) . In the PT/HS, the very weak response to unimodal visual stimuli leaves opportunity for congruent bimodal stimuli to evoke a superadditive BOLD response. In the anterior temporal cortex, neither unimodal condition evokes a significant response, so the response evoked by the congruent bimodal condition exceeds the sum of the unimodal responses even the whole brain. Therefore, we cannot exclude the possi-A feedback mechanism implies that the modulation bility that frontal and parietal brain regions may also effect observed in HS and PT should occur later in time play a role in the proposed mechanism for the integration than the convergence and integration in STS/STG. Unof letters and speech sounds. fortunately, fMRI does not provide temporal information that is accurate enough to verify this implication. HowConclusion ever, the time course information on audiovisual letter By using an fMRI design that allowed the investigation integration provided by Raij and colleagues (Raij et al., of processing in auditory, visual, and heteromodal tem-2000) does support a feedback mechanism: converporal brain regions with high spatial accuracy, we regence and interaction effects started at 225 ms, while vealed a functional neuronal mechanism for the integradifferences in interaction effects for matching and nontion of letters and speech sounds. Modality-specific matching letters and speech sounds did not occur until processing was observed in superior temporal and oc-380-450 ms. More direct support for our proposed feedcipital temporal cortices, convergence and integration back mechanism comes from a recent report by Schroeder in the heteromodal STS/STG. Furthermore, we revealed and Foxe (2002). They investigated the laminar profile anterior temporal regions that exclusively responded to and multisensory response properties of neurons in the bimodal congruent letters. A most interesting finding posterior auditory association cortex (presumably corwas that subregions of early auditory cortex involved in responding to our PT/HS regions) and the superior temspeech sound processing, located on Heschl's sulcus poral sulcus (presumably corresponding to our STS/ and the planum temporale, were influenced by the con-STG regions) of the macaque monkey. In auditory assogruency of simultaneously presented letters and speech ciation cortex, a laminar input profile for visual stimulasounds. Because these regions did not respond to lettion was observed, indicating feedback projections. In ters alone, we interpret this influence as feedback moduthe STS, laminar profiles indicated feedforward converlation from heteromodal STS/STG regions where integence of visual and auditory information. Consistent gration took place. Our data show that the integration information was provided by the response latencies of of culturally defined associations between letters and visual and auditory input: responses to visual and audispeech sounds recruits a neural mechanism similar to tory stimulation in the STS were coincident, while visual the naturally evolved neural mechanism for the integraresponses were delayed relative to auditory responses tion of speech information with lip movements. in the auditory association cortex.
The modulation effect observed in the auditory asso- tervention. Visual inspection and a measure of the averaged mean 7.2 cm) was positioned in each individual such that the entire visual squared curvature difference revealed that the alignment of major and auditory cortices were covered, based on anatomical informagyri and sulci was achieved reliably by this method. Smaller struction from a scout image of seven sagitally oriented slices. In most tures, visible in the slightly smoothed curvature maps, were not of the subjects, the slab did not cover the whole brain, excluding completely aligned, reflecting idiosyncratic differences between the the superior frontal and parietal cortices. We reduced the number of subjects' brains, such as continuous versus broken characteristics. slices to maximize scanning speed and silent delay time for stimulus The established correspondence mapping between vertices of the presentation without increasing excessively the volume TR. A highcortices was used to align the time courses for multisubject GLM resolution structural scan (voxel size 1 ϫ 1 ϫ 1 mm 3 ) was collected data analysis. for each subject using a T1-weighted 3D MP-RAGE sequence (MagSingle-subject and multisubject analyses were performed by mulnetization-Prepared Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo; TR, 2. To reveal modality-specific responses, the unimodal visual and slice scan time correction (using sinc interpolation), linear trend unimodal auditory predictors were contrasted against baseline. Reremoval, temporal high-pass filtering to remove low-frequency nonsults of the unimodal predictors against baseline were visualized linear drifts of 3 or fewer cycles per time course, and 3D motion using a two set relative contribution map (Figure 1) . The whole correction to detect and correct for small head movements by colored region in these maps depicts significant explanation of the spatial alignment of all volumes to the first volume by rigid body signal variance by the visual or auditory predictors against baseline; transformations. Estimated translation and rotation parameters the color coding within this map indicates where the visual predictor were inspected and never exceeded 1 mm. Functional slices were contributes more to explaining the variance, where the auditory coregistered to the anatomical volume using position parameters predictor contributes more, and where they both contribute equally. from the scanner and manual adjustments to obtain optimal fit and The relative contribution value in each voxel was computed by (b v Ϫ were transformed into Talairach space. To identify integration sites, we used conjunction analyses to extract conjoint activation in the bimodal conditions contrasted to segmented at the gray/white matter boundary (using a semiauto-
